
Star Wars and statistics 
A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away, statistical analysis was used with the Force to keep rebels under control of the 
Galactic Empire. Is the Force strong with you? Solve the following problems using the Statistics you know – and may the 
Force be with you! 
 
1. A squadron of rebel X-fighters came into sensor range, and data were gathered on the pilots’ Force quotients (a measure 
commonly used during the early days of the Jedi). The Minitab output for data for 50 pilots is presented here: 
 
MTB > Describe 'ForceQuotient'. 
                    N     MEAN    MEDIAN   TRMEAN    STDEV    SEMEAN 
 ForceQuotient     50    96.97     96.70    96.41      8.22     1.16 
 
                  MIN      MAX       Q1       Q3 
 ForceQuotient    79.52    125.49    91.07    102.71 
 

A. Describe the distribution of force quotients for the 50 pilots. Note that Minitab reports STDEV as 8.22 – interpret this 
value.  

 
B. Sketch a modified box plot of this data – are there any outliers whom you might suspect as budding Jedi Knights? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.  The main weapon on the original Death Star battle station drew 
its power directly from the main power generator. In original tests, this 
created a significant depletion in power output, which in turn affected 
all systems including propulsion, deflector shields, and life support. 
Concerned with the flawed design, the Emperor ordered a study to be 
done to analyze Death Star power drop during the destruction of 
some of our favorite planets. The data gathered from this Imperial 
study is shown at the right.  
 
A. Admiral Ozzel noticed a pattern in the data. Describe the 
relationship between Weapon Duration (sec) and Power Loss (terawatts). 
 
B. Admiral Ozzel went on to use a linear model to describe the relationship. What is the equation of the best linear model he 
could propose, and write an interpretation of the slope of this line. 
 
C. Darth Vader used the Force to choke Ozzel to death – why? (Give a statistical reason with full justification – failure to do so 
will not be accepted – the Emperor is not as forgiving as the College Board.) 
 
D. A few moments later, Vader had a new officer. Admiral Piett, motivated by his new rank, suggested a exponential model. 
Admiral Griff proposed a power model. If you were Darth Vader, which one would you choke next, and why? (Yes, the 
Emperor expects a statistical reason with full justification.) 
 
E. Using the better of the models proposed by Piett and Griff, write an equation for the model and use it to predict the power 
drain to be experienced by the Death Star as a result of the 6.5-minute blast necessary for the destruction of Dagobah. 
 
 

Imperial Death Star Power Drain Analysis

units
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Yavan 4  s1.0  TW5.2

Bespin  s2.0  TW13.8

Naboo  s3.1  TW24.1

Geonosis  s3.9  TW33.9

Tatooine  s5.9  TW61.5

Hoth  s7.9  TW95.0



3. A study dating back before the Empire shows that the power of the Force among Jedi-wannabees is Normally 
distributed. In the following questions, you will seek to discover how commonly outliers will occur in a Normal 
distribution. 
A. How do the mean and median compare with each other in a Normal distribution? 
 
B. What would be the Z-scores for the lower and upper quartiles?  
 
C. Measured in Z-scores, what then is the value of the IQR? 
 
D. How high or low would a data value’s Z-score need to be in order to be classified as an outlier? 
 
E. Based on your answer to D, what proportion of the data in a Normal distribution will be outliers? 
 
F. How many outliers would you expect to see in a set of 50 data that are Normally distributed? 
 
 
 
 
 
 


